ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

WOOD PANEL BED
Parts Enclosed:
1- Rubber Mallet
1- Headboard
1- Footboard
2- Side Rails
2- Board with Tapered Foot on Either End
1- Box with Mattress Support Hardware

STEP

Note: Two people are needed to assemble the bed. Unpack and remove parts from boxes and packing

STEP

Look at the ends of the each side rails, and you will see mounting clips inserted into slots on each end.

.01

.02

materials.

These mounting clips with key hole slots are used with metal screw studs to assemble and secure our
furniture. Position the rails so that the metal angle iron on each rail faces inward. Also, make sure the
clips in the end of the rails are both turned the same way with the position of the key hole in the clips.

STEP

.03

Take one board with the feet and align the slots in the end of this board with the metal studs on the end
of the bed rail. Tap the board with the rubber mallet pushing the board inward on each rail. Repeat
this step with the 2nd board with feet attached. When the 2nd board with feet is attached, you will now
have the beginning of the bed frame.

STEP

.04

STEP

.05

Lift the end of the frame upward and align the slots in the end of the rails with the metal studs on each
end of the footboard. Tap the foot board down into place with the rubber mallet.
You should bring the end of the bed frame to the headboard with the headboard standing in place.
Align the slots in each end of the bed rails with the metal studs on the lower portion of the headboard.
Tap the bed frame down with the rubber mallet.

STEP

.06

Install the metal bed rails using the instructions inside the bed rail box.

STEP

Put mattress and box springs into place.
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